
Summer 

 

Maths  

Along with the rest of the academy, Year 4 will be following the Collin’s 

Mathematics Scheme, coupled with focuses on problem solving, fluency and 

mastery, some of which can be found on the engaging and well-crafted White 

Rose Maths website.  

During the beginning of Summer term, Year 4 will be having a strong focus on 

Addition, Subtraction, Multiplication and Division. Throughout this focus, they 

will be exploring a range of formal and informal methods across a blend of 

arithmetic and written word problems. They will also explore Money and the 

Properties of shapes. 

Following this in the second half of the term, Year 4 will be moving on to 

developing their knowledge of Fractions and Decimals, exploring Statistics and 

finishing the term looking at Volume and capacity in Measurement. 

 

Literacy 

Year 4 will be following the Literacy and Language scheme, which offers the 

children vast opportunities to write at length, whilst exploring quality texts. 

Children will also be undertaking writing opportunities focused on their Class 

Readers, information of which can be found below.  

In Summer, Year 4 will begin by writing a Play script in their fictional topic 

before moving on to a non-fictional focus of writing an Argument, exploring 

both for and against. In the second half of the term, the children will engage 

with Stories from another culture before finishing with their final focus on 

Persuasive writing for an advert. 

Coupled with these exciting writing opportunities, the children will also get the 

chance to write a variety of pieces based around their class reader, which this 

term is ‘Journey to Jo’burg’. 

 



Class Reader 

 

In Summer term, our Year 4 children will explore Beverley Naidoo’s ‘Journey to 

Jo’burg’. The children will also be undertaking a range of comprehension 

activities aimed at enhancing their ability to find and understand key 

vocabulary, inferring meaning from what they have read, predicting character’s 

actions or what may happen next, explaining their understanding of what they 

have read, retrieving key information from the story and being able to 

summarise their reading. 

 

Humanities 

During the Summer term, the children will finish their study of the ‘Tudors’. 

Here they will learn about crime and punishment, the Spanish Armada and 

significant individual explorations of William Shakespeare and Elizabeth I. 

The second half of the term will consist of a Geographical and Historical focus 

on Africa. The children will explore the African countries, the varying African 

regions such as Northern Africa, Western Africa, etc. They will then learn 

about the Kingdom of Benin from a range of historical evidence.  

Some key vocabulary for these areas of Humanities: 

Tudors: Aristocracy, artefact, century, church, Christianity, chronology, court, 

discovery, execution, explorer, global, interpretation, king/queen, monarchy, 

monastery, pope, primary/secondary evidence, revolt, traitor, treason 



Africa (Geography): continent, country, atlas, map, compass, longitude, latitude, 

physical features, human features, economy, biomes. Political 

Africa (History): empire, Igodomigodo, Edo, oral culture, dynasty, bronzes statue, 

brass, merchant, Oba, museum 

 

Science 

In the first half of the Summer term, Year 4’s science focus will be ‘Switched 

on’. Here the children will get to explore electricity and how circuits work, 

including lightbulbs, switches, etc. They will then move onto ‘Good vibrations’ 

where they will explore how sound works, travels and can be manipulated to 

become louder and quieter. 

 

PHSE 

Children in Year 4 will be following the expertly scripted and age appropriate 

Jigsaw PHSE Curriculum Scheme. In Summer term Year 4’s focus for PHSE 

will be ‘Relationships’ and ‘Changing me’. 

 

RE 

This term, Year 4 will begin with a focus on Buddhism when they look at a 

range of different Buddhist festivals. They will then finish the academic year 

exploring Hinduism by learning about Hindu’s home and the Mandir.  

 

Art/DT 

For Year 4, they will begin the Summer term with an Art focus. This will 

involve ‘Drawing nests’, ‘Building nests’, ‘Thoughtful mark making’ and ‘Birds in 

trees’. The latter half of the term will be focused on DT and the children will 

get to explore and create ‘Light-up signs’.  


